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VISION
Strong and resilient families/whānau living free from abuse
and neglect

MISSION
Helping parents build resilient and positive families/whānau
through our free parenting Helpline and
affordable parenting courses and counselling services
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WHAT WE DO
Helpline

Free national Helpline available from 9am-9pm, 7 days a week
providing immediate support and practical strategies to parents/
caregivers on all parenting issues.

Family Therapy
Family therapy helps family members to explore difficult
thoughts and emotions safely, build on family strengths
and work together to make changes in their relationships
and lives.

Counselling

We work with individuals, couples and children to develop
more satisfying and resourceful ways of living.

Parenting Courses

We provide group and individual courses for parents who are needing support with their child(ren)’s behaviour. Our programme
“Different Approach, Different Response” is focussed on improving
the relationship with teenagers.
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1933

helpline calls

1030
counselling
hours

40

workshops and
courses

39630
minutes providing
support on the
Helpline
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CHAIR’S REPORT
My first 3 months as Chair have been eventful. As a Board we have focussed on developing a clear and new strategic direction for Parent Help. Our strategic direction encompasses the underlying goal to enhance our organisation's reach in terms of
providing services, through a combination of increasing our resourcing and our profile.
We also undertook a long overdue review of salaries, to recognise the contribution
the staff and contractors of Parent Help make to the organisation - which enables
Parent Help to deliver a consistently high quality service.
As the new Chair, I look forward to working with the Board and team of Parent Help
so that we continue to increase the reach of our services to those who need them
across New Zealand.

Arti Chand
Chair, Parent Help
September 2018
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MANAGER’S REPORT
teers receive new and on-going education in areas related to their clinical
practice and to skills-based training. Our
Helpline staff and volunteers have benefitted from two professional development days during the year focused on
particular areas of interest as well as
attending relevant workshops in the
community. Parent Help staff have also
been initiated into the intricacies of
making a small film showcasing our
Helpline service: our thanks to Film for
Change Aotearoa for their support.
With the Lifeline connection firmly established, Parent Help Telephone Support Workers began working from the
Lifeline office in December. During
2018/2019 Parent Help will embark on
the next stage of the Auckland Project,
namely the introduction of parenting
programmes and individual and family
counselling. Strengthening relationships
with ethnic communities is also a priority with the intention of having Pasifika
and Mandarin speaking Telephone Support Workers available.

Sharing “The story behind the data” with
supporters and funders became a major
aim for Parent Help over the past year.
With the development of our database
increasing our ability to measure outcomes, we can now firmly demonstrate
that the story of Parent Help is one of
increasing service delivery and better
outcomes for the most vulnerable sections of New Zealand society. Comments from clients such as:

We continue to build relationships with
organisations throughout New Zealand.
In September 2017 Anglican Family Care
and Parent Help signed an agreement to
refer clients needing support in the Otago region. Previous discussions with Red
Cross Refugee Services resulted in Parent Help providing a two day parenting
workshop in June entitled “Parenting in
New Zealand”. Awareness of parenting
in the New Zealand context is an important aspect of refugee settlement.
We hope to continue this very successful
collaboration.

“It was so simple to change and it’s
had a huge effect on our family. It has
transformed our lives”
is indicative of the positive feedback we
receive from parents and families across
all our services.
Throughout the year Parent Help has
invested in the development of its personnel, ensuring that all staff and volun8

Support from Bank of New Zealand staff
in August enabled Parent Help to mail-out
16,000 Helpline flyers to agencies and
organisations working with families
across the country. Thank you to the
three wonderful women who graced our
office. We again hosted 3rd year Otago
medical students, introducing them to
Parent Help and to the usefulness and
value of counselling and therapy in their
practice.

leadership and the commitment he gave
to the organisation throughout his time
as Board member and Chair. John has
been replaced by Arti Chand who, together with members of the Board, is ably
guiding Parent Help on the next phase of
its development.

To the staff and volunteers of Parent
Help, your dedication to helping improve
the lives of all who use our services is
evident each and every day. Once again, a
Last year we commented on the challeng- huge thank you to you all.
es of operating in a rapidly changing fiscal
environment, with the lack of certainty
around funding the most difficult issue
faced by not for profit organisations.
This year began with a meeting with Government to discuss funding possibilities;
these conversations continued throughout the year. We recognise the financial
constraints imposed and are appreciative
of “our story” being acknowledged together with the range and complexity of
the work we do to support families.
To the hundreds of individual donors
throughout New Zealand, and to all our
funders, your support is invaluable in
helping us help those families who use
Dale Powles
our services. Being able to offer these
services to a greater number of Kiwi families is our aim – we thank you for the trust Manager, Parent Help
September 2018
you put in the Parent Help team to
achieve this.
Like Aotearoa New Zealand we believe
that at Parent Help we “punch above our
weight”. We could not do this without the
dedication of our Board. Our Chair for the
past three years, John Ballingall, resigned
in December 2017. We thank him for his
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OUR VOLUNTEERS
The Parent Helpline is staffed after-hours and holiday periods by volunteer Telephone
Support Workers (TSW) and by office-based personnel during working hours.
We are very conscious that responding to calls on the Helpline is a challenging role,
with family situations becoming increasingly complex and demanding for the Helpline
workers. With the number of calls where children’s anxiety and depression – even at a
very young age – is the predominant issue, the skills of the TSW are required to first
calm the parent before being able to assess what might be affecting the child, and then
finding the most suitable resources or referral for the parent.
We are also very conscious that TSWs take Helpline calls in their own homes; working
independently for the most part requires Parent Help to ensure that TSWs have the
very best support possible to de-brief at the time of a difficult call, and to receive regular clinical supervision to ensure that best practice is maintained and TSWs feel supported and confident.
Our TSWs are highly trained and highly skilled with, currently, 60% holding a postgraduate qualification in counselling or a related field and 30% studying.
Parent Help trains prospective TSWs twice each year with each training being undertaken over an eight week period. Modules include self-awareness, listening and micro
counselling skills, child and adolescent development and behaviours and recognising
child abuse and family harm. Trainees are required to research and discuss particular
issues with a great deal of role-playing of Helpline calls. Following a period where
trainees “practice” taking calls in the office under supervision to gain confidence, they
will then be put on the monthly roster to take Helpline calls at home.
Parent Help regularly evaluates the Helpline service, and asks for comments from Helpline callers. One of the most common responses is the difference it made “to have a
real person on the end of the line who was warm and understanding and listened”.
Thank you, TSWs, for being that real person!
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OUR VOLUNTEERS

Dale
Heather
Heidi
Ian
Isadore
Jen
Joan
Kaye
Laurel
Maria
Peri
“The training that I was given has made me feel really prepared for the variety of
calls that I take. Learning more about child development, legislation, and role playing tricky calls were just some of the features of training. The calls are varied and I
have truly learnt that parenting doesn’t stop when children become adults.
I enjoy connecting with other parents and knowing I can make a difference in those
crisis moments that we all face as parents.
I feel that this opportunity has also helped me to grow as a parent and has positively
impacted on my interactions with my children.”
- New TSW
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT DAY
On Saturday 2 December 2017 Tele-

It was unfortunate that Jo Leech was
sick on the day. However, Lou went
ahead valiantly with Jo’s Powerpoint
presentation and used examples from
her own experience of coping with her
children’s emotions through separation.

phone Support Workers and staff gathered at the QC Hotel on Cuba Street for a
day of learning and connecting.
The topics for the day were:

“How we can support parents going
through separation to make good decisions for their children” with Jo
Leech, Clinical Psychologist, and

Keri’s presentation on what to expect
from mediation was very informative
and resulted in a very lively Q & A session. Keri’s take-away points were that
FDR mediation is:

“What parents can expect at mediation” with Keri Morris from Fairway Mediation.
In her background to the day, Louise our
Helpline Coordinator said “ It is hoped
that after the PD Day we will have a better understanding of what is going on
emotionally for parents during separation and how this can impact on the decisions that they make for their children.
We all know that parents in conflict often
make bad decisions about care of their
children and it is hoped that we as telephone support workers will be better
situated to help parents to make better
decisions and stay focussed on what is
best for their children. I hope that we will
have a better understanding of what can
happen when things go wrong and children become enmeshed in the adult
conflict - what the harmful effects of this
are and how we can convey this to parents. Jo will also be telling us a bit about
what happens when she is asked to write
a report for the court.
If parents cannot agree then we will have
a better understanding of what parents
can expect from the mediation process
and what sort of things parents can
agree at mediation.”

•

designed to help families reach
agreement on parenting arrangements after separation

•

available to anyone who has a
significant role in a child’s life

•

the family justice system is designed to help people resolve
their care of children issues without the time, expense and stress
of going to court.

It was a good day with TSWs enjoying
the opportunity of getting together and
sharing their experiences.
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“Over the past 18 months I’ve noticed
the calls becoming increasingly heavy
and complex.
Mental health and trauma issues are
common and we need to recognise
when a call needs to be referred on. If
we are not careful we run the risk of
causing harm. Clients tell me that they
were referred to Parent Help by their
social worker, their therapist, the Police,
their school.
It is intense for a TSW.”
Telephone Support Worker
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OUR SERVICES: HELPLINE
The increase in volume of calls reflected
in last year’s Annual Report continues
with a 17% rise in calls during 2017/18.
A total of 1933 calls were made to the
Helpline with a further 285+ calls being
either client related or general enquiries
regarding our services.

der 5’s as the result of bullying and, as
expected, throughout the teenage years.

1933

As can be seen from the graph of child
ages, 6 – 12 years continues to be the
most challenging for parents. Certainly,
there has been a noticeable change over
the past five years in the issues which
parents are reporting on the Helpline.
This age group, once referred to as
“nascent” i. e. a time when a child was
developing ready for the bigger challenges of adolescence, is now exhibiting
many of the same behaviours commonly

Helpline calls

Technology and social media has made a
huge impact on families and is an issue
frequently reported in Helpline calls,
with parents unsure how to control its
use. As one parent commented:

Child age

“It has got out of hand so quickly – we weren’t prepared for it”
Under 1

Another parent told the Telephone Support Worker that her 15 year old son is
“addicted to technology”. When the
parents try to limit its use, her son is
rude, disrespectful and becomes uncontrollably angry.

1 - 5 yrs
6 - 12 yrs
13 - 17 yrs
18+

Often parents are using discipline and
strategies more suitable for much
younger children when dealing with time
spent on devices and become frustrated
that they are not being effective. Motivating our children and teens to moderate screen use themselves rather than
forcing them to change behaviour is
often a more successful strategy. Putting a plan in place to accomplish this is

attributed to teens. Feeling overwhelmed at school, depression, suicidal
ideation, separation anxiety, emotional
outbursts, lacking friends and bullying
are concerns for parents of primary age
children calling the Helpline as well as
those in the counselling room. These
issues are also being reported in the un14

something a TSW will talk through with a
parent on the Helpline.

other statistical data NZ European will
have the highest representation and

The majority of calls concerning young
people 18+ relate to depression, anger
and drug use, with parents feeling helpless and unable to motivate the teen.
Family violence is often prevalent with
teens using aggression and physical violence with, particularly, their mother.

unspecified” will include Maori and Pasifika callers as well as new migrants.

Overview of issues
raised
Parenting
Children
Teens
Family Relations
Family Wel lbeing
Child Abuse
Family Violence

Referrals to Police and Police Youth Aid
have increased as a result of calls of this
nature.
Story of teenage aggression
“Son (17) is violent, demands money, is
threatening and destroys property
when he cannot pay for marijuana. He
does not have a job and lives at home
with parents, but his behaviour is destroying their lives. Caller had been
told to “kick his son out” but is not prepared to do so as he is afraid of what
will happen to him. Nor will the parents
call the Police as they don’t want him
to have a criminal record”.

As a child abuse prevention service Helpline staff are trained to listen for indications of possible child abuse or family
harm and, where evidenced, to support
the caller to seek help or to notify
Oranga Tamariki or the Police. In the
past year 316 indications of abuse were
recorded with 169 being ‘suspected’ and
147 being disclosed by the caller. These
calls are the most concerning – and often
the most challenging – for our telephone
support workers who are encouraged to
contact Parent Help supervisors immediately after the call for support or to debrief.

The ratio of female to male callers has
increased this year, bucking a two-year
trend. Male callers represent 20% of
total calls and include fathers, sons,
grandfathers, step fathers and others
related or close to the family.
Recording the ethnicity of Helpline callers can often be difficult for Telephone
Support Workers concerned at being too
intrusive or personal. Consequently,
there is a high proportion of callers
“unspecified” although based on our
15

“The TSW pointed me in the
right direction. She gave me
tips on how to approach these
issues with my daughter. I’m
more confident in my approach
and the call helped in regaining
the confidence and taking the
next step ahead. I feel more
confident as a parent. Also I
read some material on your
website which was useful”

As indicated, the majority of calls are
from people concerned with the possibility of abuse and wanting to know how
to proceed. The advice might be referral
to another agency such as Help or WellStop in cases of sexual abuse or, where
abuse is disclosed, a notification to
Oranga Tamariki which Parent Help will
make if the caller is reluctant to do so.

Helpline caller

316

indications of
child abuse

A disturbing statistic which has begun to
be recorded is the number of cases of
child on child sexual abuse often with
children around 7 – 9 years. We do not
yet have the evidence to determine the
cause but anecdotally it points to children having greater access to pornography and/or adult sites on their devices
and computers.
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TYPICAL HELPLINE CALL

“

Nicolette called the Parent Help helpline from Hawkes Bay in a stressed and
anxious state saying that her 8 year old son, Alex, has angry outbursts at
home and at school. Alex gets easily frustrated and “flares up” quickly and shouts,
screams and throws things. Nicolette is at her wits’ end and the situation is putting a
strain on her marriage.
After gentle questioning by the Telephone Support Worker Nicolette agrees that she
and her husband have differing parenting styles where her husband is a strict
disciplinarian who “doesn’t let Alex get away with
anything” whereas Nicolette believes that ignoring
minor issues from time to time doesn’t do any
harm.
The Principal at Alex’s school contacted
Nicolette to discuss Alex’s deteriorating
behaviour and suggested she contact Parent
Help‘s helpline.

HELPLINE
0800 568 856

Responses of Telephone Support Worker
Encouraged Nicolette and her husband to have a discussion about their parenting
styles and think about presenting a “united front” as Alex may be feeling frustrated
about the lack of consistent boundaries in the home. This frustration may be the root
cause of his angry outbursts.
It may be beneficial for Nicolette and her husband together to talk to Alex about what
is and isn’t acceptable behaviour and to be clear about the consequences for bad
behaviour and the rewards for good behaviour.
It is OK to ignore minor incidents of bad behaviour now and again but Nicolette and
her husband need to come to an agreement on this; Alex will pick up on any parental
disharmony and may play one parent off against the other.
Encouraged Nicolette and her husband to seek counselling or to attend a parenting
course together which supports them to work on an united style of parenting. Gave
Nicolette details of the organisations offering counselling and parenting courses in
her local area.
17
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HELPLINE CALLS
For five years a single parent has used our Helpline to check out her responses to the
difficult and challenging behaviours of her teenage daughter. Her daughter was involved with drugs and alcohol from a young age; had angry outbursts including damaging property and truanted from school. The Police had been called repeatedly.
The parent was determined not to give up on her teenager and called the Helpline at
the time of each incident to talk through how she would deal with it. Recently she
told a helpline volunteer that without Parent Help she or her daughter would not
have survived. Her daughter’s behaviour and their relationship had improved. “It’s
not perfect yet but we’re getting there” the parent told us.

A parent phoned to discuss the behaviour of her 7 year old son who is becoming increasingly physically and verbally abusive towards her. He kicks and punches his
mother and other children and, on occasions, has attempted to choke other children.
The mother is parenting alone but living in the same house as her father and the father of her son.
Both men are controlling and neither is a positive influence on her son. When playing
with his grandson the grandfather “pretends” to strangle the boy and tells him that
“he will drown him at the swimming pool.”
The Telephone Support Worker talked to the mother about the effects of the behaviour being modelled by, particularly, the grandfather and strategies to reduce her
son’s aggressive behaviour as well as ways to decrease the grandfather’s influence on
her son.

All identifying information, including gender, has been changed to protect client privacy.
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OUR SERVICES: PARENTING COURSES
During 2017/18 Parent Help has offered
new courses in response to specific requests from Owhiro Bay School and the
Red Cross, as well as its “niche” parenting course ‘Different Approach Different
Response’ (DADR)
The latter programme continues to deliver excellent results, encouraging long
-term change and developing an understanding of adult caregiving rather than
being a skills-based programme. Its
success is evident by the number of
referrals from organisations such as
Child, Adolescent and Family Service
(CAFS), Oranga Tamariki, Police Youth
Aid and other NGO’s and schools. Parents self-referring to the programme
are increasing, and courses are regularly fully-subscribed six or more months
in advance.

proved ability to provide child-care if
needed. The location of the programme also changed from the Parent
Help office in Wellington to Petone,
providing a more central location for
the Wellington region. We have enjoyed
Mitre 10 Mega’s support in hosting the
programme in 2018.

The scientific aspects of the
course really helped me to understand and empathise with
my teen better. ‘A different approach’ rings true to me based
on the content of the course –
something I try to remind myself on when interacting with
my children now.

Perhaps as a result of these changes the
programme now includes more couples
rather than solo or individual parents.
We are also seeing more parents of 1013 year-olds attending and this may be
due to the positive influence of the media’s attention on the specific needs of
this developmental stage.

92

Course participants

The on-going ‘normal’ issue for parents
tends to be the lack of fit between parental expectations and the teens actual abilities as well as the resistance to
these discrepancies. This appears to be
grounded in parents own early childhood and couple-relationship histories
as well as the type and degree of stress
that they are facing.

Course participant

The eight-week small-group (less than
eight parents) programme is run each
school-term and reached 29 parents. In
2018 the programme shifted from a
Tuesday night to a Saturday afternoon.
Participants report this is more convenient given fewer competing commitments, being less tired, and an im-

Examples of other areas that may be
trending upwards include:
20

•
•
•

•

•

related, and social change.

Poorer sleep patterns amongst
teens
Verbal and physical aggression by
teens towards parents
Parents reporting of symptoms of
anxiety and/or depression
amongst teens
Parent’s struggle with helping
teens manage their use of social
media and to limit the negative
impacts of this area
Parent’s sense of isolation

The results of the programme over the
past year are typically:
A 50% drop in the intensity of anger (of
parent towards their teen)
A 40% rise in parents self-assessed capacity to parent their teen
Most importantly, there is an outstanding 60% shift in parent’s understanding of and perhaps, therefore,
empathy for their children.

60%

Really knowledgeable and empathetic! Fantastic course. It
really has helped me become
much lovelier and home-life
with the kids much smoother
and drama-free.

Shift in parent’s understanding and empathy for their child

Course participant

These issues point to how difficult it is to
parent given the changes that appears to
be occurring in our society. What is clear,
is that when children witness psychological and/or physical aggression or even
abuse between parents, the outcomes
for the child’s later behaviours as a teen
are particularly poor. However there is
also some indication that aggressive
patterns of relating (teen towards parent) are appearing in families whose profile suggests that they may not have
faced these patterns in the past. The
reasons for this will be multi-layered and
likely include human being’s slower rate
of adaptation to technological, work21

At the end of 2016 Red Cross Refugee
Services approached Parent Help with
the view of Parent Help providing a series of workshops for recently arrived
Syrian refugee families.

loss of identity and dignity were apparent as was the effect of parental stresses on their children.
Later feedback was positive with participants acknowledging a better understanding of, particularly, New Zealand’s
no- smacking approach to discipline
and their pleasure at receiving SKIP
information in Arabic. The connection
made with Parent Help personnel and
services was also appreciated, most
feeling that they could make use of the
Helpline or counselling service if required.

Parenting in New Zealand

We hope to continue our association
with Red Cross in the future.

The programme took place over two
mornings in June 2017 and was skillsbased only, focussing on discipline and
New Zealand’s ‘anti-smacking law’ as
well as practical strategies for negative
behaviour, appropriate bed times and
the importance of the parent / school
relationship. Both sessions were lively
with discussions between participants,
interpreters and presenter and between
the participants themselves. Of concern to all the parents was the anticipated loss of their own cultural values.
It was pleasing that the group of 12 included, almost entirely, both parents,
and that the fathers present were as
engaged as their wives. The challenges
that they were facing with their children
covered all age groups with under 5’s
and primary age children the largest
cohort. Although the objective was an
understanding of parenting in New Zealand, the stresses associated with refugee re-settlement e.g. loss of country,
22

Initiating Independence

ranged for a teacher to be present to
look after younger children and found
funding for the programme to go ahead.

A pilot programme for parents of 6 – 12
year olds was held at Owhiro Bay School
in August 2017. “Initiating Independence” was developed to give parents
both a psychoeducational programme,
facilitative in nature and an understanding of attachment theory and neuroscience in respect of their child’s age and
developmental needs.

To present this programme more widely,
Parent Help will be training presenters
and will be introducing the programme
to other schools in the Wellington, Porirua and Kapiti areas during 2018.

Individual sessions

The programme runs for six weeks, with
a weekly session of two hours. The sessions cover:
1.

Navigating Through Middle Childhood : An Introduction to Effective
Parenting

2.

Ensuring Security: Attachment
Theory and Outcomes

3.

Keeping the Balance: Parenting
Styles and Outcomes

4.

A Helping Hand: Ages and Stages
of Your Child’s Development

5.

Pushing the Boundaries: Discipline and the Growing Child

6.

Speaking Their Language: Effective Communicating and a Course
Review

For parents whose circumstances make
it difficult to attend a generic parenting
course, or who do not currently have
their children in their care, Parent Help
offers individual parenting sessions tailored to the parent’s needs. A six to eight
week course based on the successful
group programmes is adapted to meet
specific requirements. Parents appreciate the fact that we are able to work with
them in this way and that their parenting
sessions are backed up by the Helpline if
they need it.

Disappointing for both the school and
Parent Help was the fact that the number of parents attending was low, perhaps due in part to it being a very wet
and cold start to winter.
We are appreciative that the school not
only provided the venue but also ar23

OUR SERVICES: FAMILY THERAPY AND COUNSELLING
Parent Help’s vision has always been to
make therapy available to everyone who
needs it throughout the Wellington area.
We do this through ensuring that costs
are kept at an affordable level for all and
as flexible as possible for low income
clients. Therapy is focused on matters
directly affecting family life as well as
individual stresses such as anxiety and
depression. The average number of sessions per client is 5.4 with a range of
short (1 – 3 sessions) through to longterm work.

agency’s therapists use a number of
models e.g. art therapy, solution focussed therapy; transactional analysis,
emotionally focussed therapy and family
systems approaches among others.
Parent Help has become aware of an
increasing number of children presenting with serious behavioural problems as
well as anxiety and emotional dysregulation and disrupted social relationships.
The latter may, in part, be the result of
children being expected to transition
readily between school- day care – extracurricular activities – different households and to maintain scholastic efforts
outside the school environment.
Primary school-age children are presenting with depression, suicidal ideation,
separation anxiety and a feeling of being
overwhelmed at school. Generalised
anxiety will often include sleeping and
eating difficulties.

Our therapists work with a broad range
of clients of varying ages, ethnicities,
cultures, genders, sexuality and family
status. Although predominantly Pakeha,
statistics indicate that Maori, Pasifika,
Asian, Middle Eastern and African are all
represented in the client base. In past
years the percentage of male clients recorded averaged 20% to 25%. We are
pleased to report that this has increased
to 33% in the 2017/18 year with both
parents attending counselling and family
therapy.

33%

Much of the work with clients is psychoeducational as parents are challenged not only by their role, but also by
the developmental needs of children
and modern concepts such as neuroscience and attachment theory). Parents
bring topics such as developmental
tasks and stages; limit setting; misbehaviour; parenting styles and problemsolving skills. Issues around the use of
social media, gaming, social anxiety and
family violence are high on parents’
agendas. To meet the challenge and
complexity of individual situations the

male clients

Societal issues such as the negative consequences for families with inadequate
resources to provide the most basic
needs for themselves and their children,
the impact of current and historical violence and abuse and the instability of
family relationships all contribute to a
24

lack of family wellbeing and on-going
distress.

on the person who felt isolated. The
Parent Help therapist worked with both
parents, helping them to a clearer understanding of why Jane was reacting the
way she was, and ways they could respond more appropriately.
At the six-week session, the mother
shared how much the relationship between all three had improved, stating
that the relationship between she and
her partner had never been better and
that the relationship between Jane and
her step-father had improved greatly.
She said she wanted to share with everyone what she had learnt and let everyone know about Parent Help and the
positive impact our involvement had
had on their family.

It is a challenging client environment
and our counsellors and therapists respond to this through accessing both
clinical training and receiving regular
professional supervision. Our counselling staff comment that despite the challenges the work is definitely rewarding,
and that client feedback is that we make
a difference.

Thank you so much for the sessions, they have helped us tremendously. It is so nice to have
a happy child back. We are
stoked that it happened in a
shorter period of time than we
expected.”
Counselling client

“A family was struggling with their 14year-old daughter, ‘Jane’. Jane’s stepfather had been in her life from a young
age, but she had very little contact with
her birth father. The referral to Parent
Help came from an agency that was supporting the family with their younger
son. The purpose of the referral was to
build a better relationship between
Jane, her mother and step-father.
Counselling and parenting skills sessions
were set up and the whole family invited
to participate. Jane declined and her
decision not to be part of the weekly
sessions was respected.
We were able to identify situations
where there had been a division in the
family and the impact that this had had
25

STREET APPEAL
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Our first street appeal since 2012 was held on 20th September 2017. Collectors were out on the
streets of Wellington and Lower Hutt, and in New World Thorndon and Wellington Airport.
We had a wonderful day and enjoyed meeting our local community and
talking to them about the services we provide.
The street appeal was supplemented by supermarket collections throughout September and
online fundraising on GiveALittle and GoFundraise, as well as collection buckets
in various shops and companies.
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PARENT HELP AND BNZ CLOSED FOR GOOD
Closed for Good is BNZ’s annual day of
volunteering. On Wednesday 23 August
2017, all BNZ stores were closed and
3,000 staff headed out into their
communities to work on more than 550
projects.
Parent Help was lucky to have an
awesome BNZ team of 3 ladies spend
the day at our office and help with our
Helpline promotion project.

families across the country to promote
our Helpline service.
It was a real pleasure having the BNZ
ladies here and we all enjoyed their
company.

Our grateful thanks to BNZ for their
support.

Throughout the day they were busy
stamping and packing 800 envelopes
with Helpline leaflets. A total of 16,000
leaflets were sent to the Police, libraries
and various organisations working with

Also a profound thank you to
PubCharity for funding the project.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS
Without you and many other private donations our support of kiwi families wouldn’t
happen.
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WE WANT TO HELP MORE
Why we need your financial support
As a non profit organisation, we need your financial support to help continue and
expand our work. Our wish is for all New Zealand children to be raised in a positive
and safe environment.

What your donation does
• It allows us to provide immediate support to the many parents calling our
Helpline
• It helps us offer affordable family therapy for vulnerable families
• It allows us to run affordable parenting course for parents of challenging
teenagers

DONATE
• On our website: www.parenthelp.org.nz/donate
• Online via GiveALittle/
• Call Parent Help office on 04 802 5767
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PARENT HELP BOARD
Arti Chand (Chair)

Lawyer, Arti Chand Tax Law
Arti is a lawyer who has operated her own specialist
tax law practice since 2015. She has extensive tax
consulting experience gained from working for a
number of accounting firms for over a decade. She
now provides tax advice for SME’s, high net worth
clients, and a number of not for profit organisations.
Arti is also actively involved in the community. Prior to joining the board of Parent
Help, she was a volunteer with Wellington Victim Support as a crisis call out volunteer and board member. And in 2016 she organised a successful fundraising event
in support of Oxfam’s cyclone relief efforts in Fiji.
Arti holds a Bachelor of Law and a Bachelor of Commerce (Economics and Finance)
from Victoria University of Wellington. Arti became involved with Parent Help in
2015.

Douglas Pauling

Chair, The Treasure our Young Foundation
Doug was born in Gisborne growing up in Napier and
Wellington, moved to Auckland in 1960 at the age of 15.
Educated at Rongatai College and Mt Albert Grammar.
He moved to Hong Kong where he lived with his family
for 13 years. On returning to New Zealand he started
Air Affairs NZ Ltd in 1984 to service the New Zealand
Defence Force.
Doug is well known across the New Zealand business community, and the defence
industry in particular. He is a past Chairman of the Defence Industry Committee of
New Zealand, and is one of a select few to be appointed an Honorary Captain by the
RNZN in recognition of his tireless efforts to meet their requirements and his customer focus. He is a trustee of the T.O.Y. Foundation and other affiliations include
being Senior Member of the New Zealand Electronics Institute and a Member of the
Institute of Directors. Doug is married to Raewyn, resides in Auckland, they have
two daughters, two granddaughters and two grandsons.
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Nicola Pauling

Director, Voice Arts Trust
Nicola Pauling is an experienced group facilitator and the
Artistic Director of Voice Arts (www.voice-arts.org.nz).
She leads the development and delivery of projects that use
participatory performance art to engage those who are marginalized, isolated or without a strong voice; projects that support
people to tell their own stories in their own voice; projects that
support social justice, wellbeing, personal and community development.
Nicola parents two children and is Chair of their school board and in her spare time
performs regularly with the improvisation company Best on Tap.

Prithul Samara Fischer

Recruitment Consultant, Execucare
Samara joined the Parent Help Board in December 2017 and
currently works as a Recruitment Consultant for Execucare,
New Zealand’s only recruitment agency dedicated to the not
for profit sector.

Originally from Australia, Samara has extensive work experience across the not for profit and government sectors in
Indigenous Affairs, education, and gender equality.
She has a Bachelor of Arts (International Relations) and a Master of International
Law from the Australian National University.
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PARENT HELP
Level 4, 175 Victoria Street
Wellington
Tel: 04 802 5767
Email: admin@parenthelp.org.nz
www.parenthelp.org.nz
facebook.com/parenthelpinc

HELPLINE 0800 568 856
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Parent Helpline

0800 568 856
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